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Pre-game stretching:

Fire code violations
mired 'in red tape
by Bonnie Dibble

The University Neil'S
The correction
of fire code
violations in llSU's residence halls
and apartments has been slowed
by a detailed process, according to
Richard McKinnon, director of
Student Residential Life.
A written plan, breaking down
violations by buildings and by
priorities,
has .been developed.
McKinnon said that first priority
has been given to the things most
important to saving lives in the
event of an actual fire. Early
detection
has been given top
priority, while improving fire exits has second priority, he said.
The contract has been awarded for the first.phase, which consists of the room smoke detectors'
in the university's apartments and

residence
halls.
The design
materials for this phase include 15
detailed architectural
drawings,
McKinnon said.
Design work on phase two is
underway, McKinnon said. This
phase includes installing corridor
smoke alarms, a fire alarm panel
upgrade
for all buildings and
emergency exit lighting for' all
buildings. The plans also include
the installation of fire sprinklers,
new exit doors, landings and
steps.
During
the last two years,
$200,000 has been appropriated
for fire and life safety in the
residence halls. Of this, $32,000
went for developing the plan,
which responds to specific violations, McKinnon said. An additional5 percent is typically spent
for construction
plans, he said.

Ballot to ask·if students
want condoms on campus
by Paul Bouffard

The University Neil'S
The ASBSU Senate passed Senate
Directive Two, authorizing questions
011 the fall student elections ballot
regarding student opinion about the
possible placement of condom vending machines on campus, in its Oct.
, 21 meeting.
Although the directive was passed
too late for the questions to appear
for fall elections, an executive order
from ASBSU President Perry Waddell already had placed similar questions on the ballot.
Several students
attended
the
meeting-to voice their opinions en
the heavily debated issue. '
Some of those students argued

A week
of fun

The University News
Beginning in fall 1988, all students
wiII be able to retake clases to improve their grades regardless of the
grades they originally received, BSU
Registrar Susanna Yunker said. Currently, only students who have earned a D or an F may do so.
The policy, passed by the faculty
senate, will permitstudents
to repeat
any course once, except independent

ga~es.,
See' back page

'.

.

studies,
internships
and student
teaching,
according
to the BSU
guidelines.
Ursula Kettlewell, faculty senate
chairman,
said some prospective
employers want B work in some
"ourses,so
some C students may
wish to attempt to improve their
grades ..The new policy will give them
that opportunity,
she said.
BSUcomputes
a student's GPA
using only the last grade-received in
a 'course, However, 'all grades receiv-

by Bonnie Dibble

and

.

that condoms should be accessible to
students at various locations
on
campus.
Other, students argued that condom vending machines would promote promiscuity, and anotherviewpoint stressed compromise.
Sen. Ranae Snyder said she was
opposed to the placement of vending
machines on campus, because they
would be distasteful. Snyder said that
the machines would make BSU "look
like some bar downtown."
An observer, speaking from the
gallery, said he thought easy access
to condoms would lead to "adultery
and fornication."
Former ASBSUVice
President
Gina Luke supported this opinion,
and added that students' easy access

to condoms would ultimately lead to
increased pregnancies.
Sen. Frank Hartmann
said the
issue before the senate was whether
to place the question on the ballot.
Sen. Darla Scrivner said the placement of the questions on the ballot
would be a way to gain insight into
public opinion on the issue.
Hartmann also cited the Surgeon
General's report which said the use'
of condoms can be an effective deterrent to the spread of AIDS.
The questions which wiII appear
on the bal!ot wiII ask whether
students.
think
condom
vending
machines should be placed in the
Student Union, the Health Center
and/or
the
residence
halls.

tudents will be able to
improve all grades but As
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Brad Thompson warms up before competing in the animal "Toilet Bow I", football game. The matchup was between
the Greeks and the Residence Hall Association,
with the RHA coming out the undisputed victors this year.
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ed remain on transcripts, and some
graduate schools will average the two
course grades in order to compute a
student's GPA, Kettlewell said .:
While it cannot hurt to retake a
class, students "should give ittheir
best shot the first time," Kettlewell
said.
Yunker said some faculty members
had voiced concern that the policy
would put pressure on faculty by in.creasing class size, but she said she'
does not expect it to be a problem.
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Advising-center.
Senate debates legislation
proposed for BSU
by Gina Luke

Tile University News
To improve tile advising program
on campus, Vice Pjesident
Larry
Selland, has asked Phil Eastman,
University Coordinator
of Advisement, to investigate and devise some
proposals for advising, Eastman said.
One such proposal
is to be
- presented in the form of a motion
from the Advising Retention Committee to the Faculty Senate on Oct.
27 at 3:10 p.m. in the Student Union
Nez Perce Room, Eastman said. This
motion
will create an Advising
Center, which will employ nonteaching personnel to advise students
with undeclared majors.
The purpose of the center would
be three-fold: To take the load off
teaching faculty; to offer summer
students advising, since most facul- .
tv arc not available during the summer months; and, most importantIy, to improve and provide better
academic counseling, he said.
Eastman said that the center also
may offer peer advising, and that
"research literature suggests good
things about the practice of peer
advising. "
The Athletic Department and the
Business College both have employed
professional
advisors
for their
st udcnts.
Barbara Olson advised
undergraduate business students and
Fred Good advises all athletes for the
athletic department. '''There is a need
for attention to be given to the area

of advising,"
Eastman said.
Pat Bieter, a teacher education
professor, said his advising load probably is heavier than most. He advises 45 students, half of whom are
graduate students, and he said he
spends an average of 11hours a week
advising students.
Dr. Stephen
Affleck,
of the
engineering department,
said he advises'approximately
23 students and
spends an average of eight hours per
week advising his students. Communication
department
Chairman
Robert Boren said each member of
his department'sJaculty
advises approximately 35 students.
"I think the idea of an advising
center for undeclared
majors is a .
good one. Boise State merits a program like this. Young people come to
school to find out what they want to
become. Undergraduates
arc feeling
their way in and need special attention. The non-traditional
students'
usually know what they want to do.
However, there arc those students
who do not and need time and
guidance,"
Bierer said.
Eastman said that, if the Academic
Advising Center is to be passed by
the Faculty Senate and BSU President John Kieser, there are a couple
of questions which still need to be
answered:' Where is the funding for
such a center going to come from,
and where· would the center be
located? If the center is approved,
Eastman said, he hopes operations
will begin in July 1988.

passed too late for the questions
it contained to be included for the.
fail elections, ASBSU President
Perry Waddell already had issued
an executive order which placed
similar nuestions to those in the
directivd on the ballot.
(Sec
related story on the front page.)
In other business, the placement order of candidates' names
on the'ballotwas
determined by
a random process.
BSU Assistant Athletic Director Lou Onofrio announced that
an application
for a $1.00,000
grant from the Department
of
Education;
which would have
been
used
for a chemical

Senate Directive Two, which
directs that questions concerning
student opinion on the possible
placing
of condom
vending
machines be placed on the ballot
for the upcoming fall ASBSU
elections, Waf; passed during the
Oct..21 ASBSU Senate meeting.
The directive, introduced
by
Sens. Ron Craig' and Deanette
Fisher, was passed with' amendments. Sen. Rebecca Ford voted
against' the directive and Sen.
Robert Hopkins abstained. Senate
President
Pro Tempore Randy
Yadon and Sen. Ron Craig were
absent.
Although
the directive was

Hobo's
march
profits
II)' Steve F. Lyon

Till' University Nell'S
BSU's School of VocationalTechnical Education
raised approximately S19,000 for scholarships in last week's Hobo March,
The figure betters last year's

amount of S18,OOOand sets a new
Hobo March record, according 10
Dave Clayton, treasurer of the
student committee coordinating
the march,
The 35th nnnual march started
at 6 a.m., with approximatcly 330
Vo-Tech students participating.
"We opened the floodgates,
and said, 'take off and get as
much
money
as you can',"
Clayton said.
"One hundred percent of the
money
goes into
(Vo-Tcch)
scholarships and financial aid,"
Clayton said.
Out
of the SI8,000-plus
gathered last year, S15,000 was used '10 fund scholarships
and
S],OOO was given in emergency
financial aid grants; Clayton said.

-

awareness program at BSU,was
rejected, Onofrio said a new proposal will be developed and submilled for the program.
Senate Bill Nine, whichwill require ASBSU subcommitees
to
submit written reports to the
senate membership,
was passed
unanimously.
Senate Bill Ten, stating that no
expenditures exceeding $25 may
be made from ASBSU's legislative
or unallocated accounts without
the passage-of formal legislation
by the ASBSU
Senate,
was
passed.

"This. is designed
to keep.
students in school who may not
be able 10 do otherwise," he said.
In the spring, Vo-Tech will hold
its annual "world's largest yard
sale," the school's second biggest
fund-raising event.

IN CONCERT!

Wednesday, Oct. 28th
8:00 p.m,
Ballroom -Student Union
Tickets available at: Budget Tapes & Records, Old Boise Music,
Record Exchange, Spikes Records & Tapes

.$4.50 BSU students & Folklore Society members
$6.00 general public
Sponsored by Student Programs Board & Idaho FolkloreSociety

9fefpWantetf
Join the Fine Arts committee
and become a part of the
.~
Student Programs Board.
Call 385-1223 or 322-7687.

ASBSUwould like to thank Jeff Johnston and the
1987Homecoming committee for an .outstanding jobondo great Homecoming celebration!
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National News
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Students protest dorm ban
(CPS)-Students
at St. Joseph's Col:
College President Dr. Loring Hart
lege, a Catholic school, demonstrated
said he docs not want to change the
last week to let men and women visit rules, adding that "undue intimacy
each other in their dorms any time
is not conducive to academic life."
they want,
The protestors, some holding signs
About 150 students gathered Oct,
saying they didn't want 10 be
10 to ask the Maine school's Board
"babysat" at college, said they were
of Governors to change visitation.s-ungered that the college's governors
rules, which bar members of the oprefused 10 discuss the issue at their
pusite "'x from each others' rooms.
September meeting.

While most campuses dropped virtually all restrictions on dorm visits
in the early 1970s, some schools have
revived them.
The State University of New York
at Binghamton this fall reserved one
dorm for female students who
wanted to restrict men's visits to certain hours.

CIA gets cold shoulder
(CPS)-In what appears to be a wave
of anti-Cl A sentiment, police arrested 33 students Oct. 8 for protesting CIA recruiting at the University of Iowa.
The protestors had been blocking
access to the state's Old Capitol
building.
A week earlier, Indiana University students held an anti-CIA protest.
The spy agency cancelled planned
recruiting visits to the University of

Colorado, where large rallies had
hindered recruiting in recent years.
Sometimes, however, the CIA is
very successful recruiting students.
In Cloak and GOII'n, a book released Sept, 28, author Robin W. Winks
reported the CIA has recruited a
disproportionate
number of spies
from Ivy League campuses during
the years, and that Yale graduates
have played a large rdle in shaping
the agency since its creation during

World War II.
"There were at least 42 members
of the Class of 1943 alone" at Yale
who went to work for the Office of
Strategic
Services,
the. CIA's
predecessor, Winks said.
It] addition,
some 30 faculty
members and a "goodly number" of
graduate students worked in the spy
business in 1943, he said.

Racist broch-ure draws fire
Trimble's office printed 1,200
brochures advertising a workshop
called "Loving in Long-Distance
Relationships."
On the brochure
cover, a section of a map of Montana
showed a place called "Nigger Mtn."
"Several students were very upset
about it," Woolfok said.
Laureen Bonner, head of Ul's
Minority Affairs Committee, was
"certain that the graphics student

(CPS)-University
of Illinois officials - apologized last week for
publishing a brochure that offended
U I minority students.
"It's one of those unfortunate
things that happen," Assistant Dean
of Students Ronald Woolfok said.
The man responsible
for the
brochure, Counseling Director Ralph
Trimble, issued an immediate, embarrassed apology, Woolfok said.

From Me To Thee;

Is ,

The Waffle Cone.

That's not the question. That's the answer.

99¢
(little price)

"TCIlY" WoifI1e Cone or WafIIe Cone

Sundae? It'sbafflingindeed whenyoo
havetwo of the country'sbest treats ("
to
from.
Both feature delidoos "TCIlY"~r
frozen yogurt-all the great
taste of prmliUmice
cream, rot with fewer
calories. lower in

I

moose

diolesieroland
96 % fat-free.
.: Only "TCIlY"
makes "waffling"
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111 Broadway
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so deIidoosIy fun!

I

who put the map on the flier knew
what was going on," especially in
light of several recent racist incidents
on campus.
The Illini Review; the campus conservative newspaper, angered minority groups in September when it
advertised for "a token minority" to
serve on its staff. During the summer,
the La Cas a Cultural Latina office
was vandalized.

TCBY Waffle Cone!
50¢ OFF TCBY Waffle Sundae!

•.

This coupon.enuues the bearer to 25C off the
regular prire of a TCBY Waffle Cone or SOCoff the
regular price of a TCBY WaIJ1e Sundaeat par.
tidpatingTCBY Yogurt stores. Only one coupon
perpurchase.Voidwhereprohibitedby law.
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Order any Domino's Pizza
and you'll receive a
six-pack of Coke for
.only 99<1:.That's a lot

Open for

I
I

of Coke for a little cash. Use this
coupon and just
order the Coke when
you call us.

I
I

343·5995·

lunch

1013 Vista, Boise

11:00am-1.:00am
Sun.:rhurs
.11:00am-2:00am
Fri & Sat

I
I
I

Domino's Pizza Delivers

I

This offer expires Nov. 30, 1987,coupon required. Limited delivery area. drivers carry no more than $10.00 in change.
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Creationism does not
play by science's rules
This week the Christian Update Forum is coming to BSU. It is unfortunate that, with the
forum, outdated world-views concerning the nature of biological change will be presented on
the campus of an institution of higher learning. While it is possible that the "Christian" viewpoint could be welcomed ina philosophy course, specifically one dealing with moral philosophy,
a university is hardly the place for using a religious belief as the predominate model in a scientific context, which is the probable outcome of the Oct. 29 forum, The Creation vs. Evolution
Controversy. Faith alone is not a good basis for scientific explanation.
'
Since the time of the famed Scopes "Monkey" trial in Tennessee, Fundamentalist Christians
repeatedly have tried to prevent the teaching of evolution in the classroom. This ~as be~n done
in the belief that evolution is unsubstantiated and heretical, and it is on the baSIS of disagree>
ment about the exact process and tempo of evolution between scientists that Creationists
believe evolution to be unsubstantiated and not a fact or law.
However, the scientific community is not in disagreement over whether the theory is indeed
true, for almost any scientist will argue for the idea's validity and could cite numerous examples
validating the theory. It is the particulars of the process that are being debated at this time.
A misunderstanding of the term "theory" by the Creationists is seemingly at the center of their
confusion. A scientific theory is not a matter of an educated guess; it is a concept validated
by empirical evidence, reasoned within the framework of logic.
Creationism, on the other hand, is not deducible by logical means or backed by empirical
testing, for there currently is no evidence tosupport the Creationist's views. It is only a view
of a few who think they arc right. "Creation-science,"
perhaps one of the great misnomers of
all-time, operates on the basis that if they can find some bit of evidence creating questions
about the currently-held chronology of human evolution, then creationism must be true, This
is a good example of the logical flaws created when one attempts to bring faith into the scientific realm. The conclusion reached by the Crcationists is as logical as: "If it is not Thanksgiving, then it must be the Fourth of July."
Furthermore, the evidence collected by the Creationists already has been reviewed by numerous
scientists who have questioned the context and interpretation, not because they have some evil
"secret agenda," but because the context of all data must be examined carefully and rigidly.
If not, science would be no more conclusive than the wild speculation common during the Middle
Ages.
TIle Creationists must come to understand that scientists arc in competition with each other
to the extent that debate is useful in forging more conclusive statements of.scientific thought.
These scholars receive research money and appointments by the measure of their insight and
work. Serious doubt can be cast on the notion that scientists are unwilling to invalidate evolut ion because of "secular humanist" views. This is hardly the case. If the evidence for Creationism was at hand, any scientist certainly would jump at the chance to revolutionize his
discipline and benefit himself at the same time. One must understand that the motivating force
behind science, and for that matter, scientists, is the desire to know, and a simple process utilizing hypothesis and deduction with empirical testing has been successful in providing this type
of knowledge.
If the system of science seems unsatisfactory to the Creationists, it is understandable; What
they are talking about has /10 scientific basis, and cannot be researched within the framework.
So why is there conflict'? Because one system of thought, born of Western traditions, cannot
prove that a religious belief is valid. Science docs not exist to validate ethnocentric views of "the
way things should be." Rather, it strives to show things as they are.

Letters Policy -------Letters to the editor should be typed,
double-spaced and no longer than 500 words
(2 typed pages). The letters must be signed and
a telephone number provided for our verification procedures.
The University Neil'S reserves the right to
edit letters for spelling, grammar, punctuation,
length and libelous or offcnsive content.

The editorial staff encourages readers,
whether students, faculty or community
members, to respond to any of the contents
of the newspaper, as well as subjects of general
interest.
Thc staff will make every effort to print all
letters which meet the policy requirements,
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As I see it

My time> of year
hy Steve F, Lyon
The University Neil'S
Hallo~vcen is a very special holiday in my
book; it's when the morbid, sickening and
disgusting visions of psychopathic cretins arc
truly appreciated for their originality and
entertainment value.
Really it's the one and only day movies like
Halloween. EII/1Street and thc other slashertccn- fr ig h t-n or-good -enough -to- bc-sc h loc k
movies should be allowed to play. Thcy don't
mean much the rest of the ycar.And it's the
day-or night, actually-when
people can let
their imaginations run wild and truly be weird,
and the weirder they get, the more fun they
have, and the more likely they are to win first
prize at a bonehead costume contest,
The people who don't have any imagination
go. out of necessity, to the costume shop, and
that is why, to this day, you will see very fat
ladies masquerading as playboy bunnies: Their
Freudian imaginations at work.
I think I would like to work at a costume
shop for a day. When dumb old cowboys carne
in looking for a costume, I'd say, "Sir, I think
you would look great as a Western guy, six
shooter and all." And the old range-ridcr
would probably say, "By God, I do look pretty good in a 65-gallon Stctson." I could probably get him to rent thc six shootcr too, complcte with caps and a big tin star. The owncr
of the store would think (was a grcat salesman.
I think it's time for an abrupt subject change,
so right now I'd like to wallow in the pig sty

of nostalgia, if I may:
I remember, as a kid, trick-or-treating on a
wid, starry October night, running through thc
neighborhood comparing the net weight of our
sacks of candy. Chucking out the apples,
cookies or other garbage some old grandma
might give you thinking a kid might like
something somewhat nutritious. Lucky she
didn'tget her treat returned through the living room window.
And boy, the day alter, when your stomach
tclt diseased, distended
and. rot red away by
massive doses of sugar and FDA-approved coloring agents; seeing the pumpkin you cut, with
your marginally artistic talents, smashed in the
street, along with everybody else's; and the
windows with little slogans etched on them
with soap, you didn't care because you weren't
feeling very well.
'
Thcn there was the year we had the guts to
knock on the door of Bruce Collin's house
looking for candy and knowing that he and
his two brothers,
the neighborhood
troublemakers that they were, would be planning something devilish on this evening,
Bruce's hrntl1P.r answered, lookcd around to
makc sure no parents wcre out on the sidcwalk
watching and thcn proceedcd to break an egg
in my sack and one broke one on my head.
Boy, some peoplc learn lessons the hard way.
Well, gee, I think I nccd a handkcrchief, my
eyes arc gClling a littlc teary.
I'll just sce you down al the market, loading
up on candy, soap and eggs.

Letters----------

Reader looks for peace
Editor. The UlliI'ersity Neil'S;

the neo-Nazi upswing. I thought we had come
far, but perhaps I was wrong. Problcms of
poverty in this country, although not dcemcd
important by many, secm to be a topic of considerable importance. Alid thc list goes on and
on.
Mr. Reno and all of you othcrs who hclped
with the lctters, I will not' apologizc to you
because 1stand behind my view. And, you
know what e1sc, maybe Ilowers could stop the
KGB-not
flowers in the,literal sense, but
Ilowers used to represcnt friendship, good will,
and most of all, for acceptance!!!
You see, Mr. Rcno, I can accepl our pcrsonal
differences and still not agrcc with you. I don't
harbor any fcclings of hate or violencc IOwaI'd
any of you; Don't you think that acceptancc
is possible on an intermitional scale, even by
all of you? And wouldn't friendly, pcaceful
relations be a nice change?
So to all '01' you, I send a metaphorical
Ilowcr meant to' stand for wishes of pcace and
good will.
I

SO

rid Mal/ager
Derrick Fox

•.

•

CPS

I \"'ould like to address the following com·
ments to Shanc Reno and thc othcrs who signed thc lctters to thc cditor which appearcd in
the Sept. 21 and Oct. 19 issucs of The Ul/iI'e/,sitl' Neil'S:
Ours seems to be a vcry basic differing of
philosophical opinions: You see, I don't feci
the KGB is at the root of all our problcms here
in the U.S. I bclieve that our vcry own attitudcs
toward other peoples and naiions, whose ideas
don't mirror and parrot our own, arc wherc
our troubles lie.
You sccm to bc a very frightened bunch-,
frightened by those ideological differcnces evidell! between our,own country and the Soviet
Union. I don't think those fears are mandated.
If nothing else, our military forces are, such
that, ,if there were a confrontation, political,
religious or otherwise, we have the might and
thc strength, but hopcfully not the inclination
to totally destroy cach other.
'
1- don't see any reason for iiljccting our
brand of politics in any othcr country. I feel
we havc plcnty of problems in our backyard
. .. that.warrall(.mi~·aiit.lillon-'-;''Pr"bletms.ufl1-1!s.,.-.-

Deanah Liebenthal
BSU Senior
••••• ' .-. '.' _-_-.- ...•• -.-.'. -.-.'.'.'.' .',
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Drug testingexlends,
includesnonathletes
(CPS)-Officials'
from two colleges
have said they may' begin testing
nonathlctes for drugs, but observers
do not expect many colleges will
force all theirstudents to take drug
tests.
University of Hartford President
Stephen 1. Trachtenburg, said testing
would be a "troubling invasion of in"
dividual privacy. I I' we do go down
t hat road, we should test college administrators as well, starting with the
presidents. "
More than !30 campuses now require studentsparticipating
in varsity athletics to undergo tests to deter,
, mine whether they use cocaine, marijuana, heroin, sterids or other illegal
drugs.
'
Athletic directors at Duke and
Stanford, as well as the American
Civil Liberties Union, have said the
tests set a precedent allowing schools
to force all students to prove they do
not usc illicit drugs, and two schools
now may require nonathletes to
undergo drug testing,
At Central Florida Community
College, any of the 160 students who
participate in activities "rcprcscntutive of the univcrshy'j--such
as
theater,
dance,
music
and
cheerleading-may
be selected to
submit a urine sample to be tested for,
illegal drug usc, Dean of Student
Development Bud Gilligan said.
Gilligan said the school does not
have a "particular problem with drug
use. We want to prevent a problem."
"You're going to see more of this,"
Gilligan said. "Educators need to get
involved, rather than sit back, and
raise student
levels of drug
awareness. "
The University of Arizona may require nursing students to submit to
drug tests. A proposed policy would

havc xrudents who exhibit "inappropriate" behavior take them.
However, 'such policies
are
misguided,
according
to Leo
Goodrnan-Malmouth,
president of
Governors State University in Illinois
and the American Association of
University Administrators.
"It's an overreaction. If institutions have strong,c1early
written
policies with strong sanctions, they'll
find that's more effective than
Icsting. That's the way to handle it,"
Goodman-Malmoutb
said.
Trachtcnburg said education is a
more effective way to combat drug
abuse arid is less authoritarian.
"A
university's job is to educate, not
police. "
"In the end, we'll have more success with education than policing," .
Trachtcnburg
said. "Prohibition
should have shown us a lesson about
how far we should be willing to control substance abuse in ademocratic
society. "
It is not unreasonable
to test
athletes for drug use, especially
steroids, to ensure "fair and clean
competition," he added. Steroidsillegal drugs used to build strength
and bulk in athletes-give an unfair'
advantage, while illegal drugs which
can weaken performances give Ope
poncnts an edge.
Two weeks ago, Baylor University
suspended sophomore
linebacker
Gary Joe Kinne after he tested
positive for steroid usc.
"Athletes distinguish themselves
when they choose to play sports,"
Trachtenburg said. "They choose to
follow the rules by their own volition.
I I' you let them know what the rules
arc up front, it's not unfair to expect
them to play by those rules."

Conservatism in programming

FM stations feel FCC heat
(CPS)-Many
local music fans
thought of WUSB, the State
University of New York at Stony
Brook's FM station, as Long
Island's hippest radio outlet. The
station often played new, radical
music no one else did.
But not any more.
Like hundreds of other college

radio stations this fall, WUSB has
become more bland on purpose.
At some campuses, the changes
have torn apart staffs, and led to
rhetorical
wars with station
managers and college officials.
Like other stations, WUSB will
~ay safe at least until the end of
October, when the Federal Com-

niunications Commission is due
to respond to a broadcasters' petition to change its rules about
what material they can allow on
the air ..

See Radio, page 9.
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OPENS FRIDAY _
1420 Broadway Avenue
Enter the daily drawing for a pair of tickets to the BSU vs Northern
Arizona football game on 11/14/87. (Five pairs of tickets given
away daily. Drawings held October: 31st thru November'9.)
Come In to the beautiful, new Rax Restaurant for a fast-food feast like YOl.\'venever experienced
before. We've got everything from juicy hot sandwiches and Works Burgers (hamburgers you can
fix the way you Want at the Works Burger Bar), to a hot baked Potato Bar with all ktndso!
toppIngs, to our famous Endless Salad Plus Mexican & Pasta Bar. And you can top It all off with
a Great Shake or Rax chocolate chip cookIes.
.
So come In or'vlslt our drive-thru, a'nd you'll see Just how good fast food can be.

FAST FDOUWITH STYLE:
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Calendar
MONDAY
SPB Film" The Virgin Spring,
SPEC, 7 p.m.
BSU volleyball
vs. Eastern
Washington, Gym, 7:30 p.m.

TUESDAY
Portland Tmilblazers vs, Utah
.Jazz, Pavilion, 7:30 p.m.

WEDNESDAY
Faculty/Staff
Luncheon, Brain
Chase, Campus Master Plan,
SUB Lookout Room, 11:30 a.m,
Cineclub Francais, Le journal
d'un cure campagne, Education
Building, Room 332, 7 p.m.
SPB film, Smiles of a Summer
Night, SUB Boisean Lounge, 3:15
p.m,

Comedy

Worl,s, Tommy Blaze,

through

Nov.

I.

Rare Air, SUB Ballroom, 8 p.m.

FRIDAY
Conway Twitty, Loretta Lynn and
Randy Travis, Pavilion, 8 p.m.
Faculty- Artists Recital. Edmund
Winston, clarinet; Craig Purdy,
violin; Del Parkinson,
piano,
Morrison Center Recital Hall, 8
p.m.
Last day to make class changes
or register by petition.

SATURDAY
Broncos vs. Utah, Stadium, 1:30
p.m.
spn films, The Omen, 7 p.m.;
Friday the 13th, 9:15 p.m., SPEC.
Idaho Theater for Youth, The
Elves and the Shoemaker, Education Building Reading Center, II,
a.m .

. nsu

volleyballvs.
ISU, Gym,
7:30 p.m,
'
Bo-Idapex
1987 Stamp Show,
SUB Big Four Room, through
Nov. I, 10 a.m.-7 p.m.

SUNDAY
University Singers, Hemingway.
Center, 8 p.m.
spn film, Harold mid Maude,
SUB Ada Lounge, 7 p.m.

Artist/p

THURSDAY

An exhibition, "Work
Killmaster, will be on dis
reception for the artist "
The earlier works, fran
commercial and fine art.
on canvas as well as wit
A professor of art at P.
exhibitions since 1985. H
tional enamel exhibition
mural at the entrance of
The gallery is open 9

At College of Idaho, Little Shop
of Horrors, Jewett Auditorium, 8
p.m. through Oct.Hl ,

~

Angel's-Kevin
Kirk and the Urban Renewal, OCI. 28,31.
Bouquet-Chicken
Cordon Bleus, Oct. 26; Hi-Tops, Oct. 27-31.
Bross Lamp (Vista)-Methods
of Dance, Oct. 30-31.
Comedy Works-Tommy
Blaze, Oct. 28-Nov. I.
Crazy Horse-Scream,
State of ConTusion, Oct. 28.
Uino's-Sacred
Rite, Oct. .26-31.
D.J's-Section
8, o«, 26-Nov. I.
Hannah's-Smoking
Section, Oct. 27-31.
Lock, Stock, and Barrel-Rob
Harding, Oct. 27; Rob Harding and
Dave Young, Oct. 28-31.
Nendels-Prime
Time, Oct. 28-31.
Pengilly's-i-Jchn
Hansen, Oct. 28-31.
"<1 Lion Downtowner-i-Squecze
Play, Oct. '27-31.
-'i~'~r-Redstone,
Oct. 26-31.
,
o~pper's C'est La Vie-Race'&
Rhythm, Oct. 29-31.
~))n Shoes, Oct. 28-31.
••
'->1).0 Hansen, Oct. 26: Methods of Dance: Oct. 27-29;

.:_..-.:i....
- >~.__

~

.>.~.~..

.~O~~.,.~

...
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Full week of SPB movies
SPB will show five movies this week: The Virgin Spring, Smiles of a Summer Night, The
Omen, Friday the 13th and Harold and Maude.
The VirginSpring, directed by Ingmar Bergman, grimly depicts a father's ruthless vengeance
for the rape and murder of
his virgin daughter. Smiles
of a Summer Night, also
directed by Bergman, is a
Swedish film with English
subtitles. The film is filled
with theatrical ironies and
sexual chases, which have
their roots in Mozartian
opera and boudoir farce,
and with despair and contempt
that are strictly
Bergman.
In
The
Omen,
a
diplomat, his wife and their
little boy, Damien, appear
to be the ideal family. However, after the couple's son died at birth, another baby was
substituted. Five years later, a trail of death follows Damien, and the father, Gregory Peck,
must probe the recesses of the occult to learn the boy's identity.
Friday the Bth, the first of a six-part series, centers on the bloody doings of psychotic killer Jason Voorhees.
Harold and Maude, directed by HalAshby, is about a wealthy, death-obsessed teenager who stages phony suicides and falls
in love with a free-spirited, lively octogenarian.
Music is performed by Cat Stevens.
'
The Virgin Spring will be shown on Oct. 26 at 7 p.m, in the SPEC. Smiles of a Summer Night will be shown as a matinee
on Oct. 28 at 3:15 p.rn, in the SUB Boisean Lounge. Both The Omen and Friday the 13th will play Oct. 31 in the SPEC at 7
p.m. and 9:15 p.m. Harold and Maude will be shown in the SPEC on Nov. 1 at 7 p.m.'
Admission is free to all BSU students with activity cards, $1 for faculty and staff and $2.50 for the general public.

_

.....

p ofessor to exhibit,
lark rom Four Decades-1947-1987,"
by BSU artist and professor John
lay at the BSU Gallery of Art from Nov. 9 through Dec. 4. A public
list \I II be held Nov. 9, 7~9 p.m., at the gallery.
from the 1940s, include cartoons, while work from the 19505 includes both'
: art.: . rom the 1960s to present, Killmaster has worked in acrylic and oil
1 dis

Wil'IPorceiain enamel fired on steel.
.
at B Usince 1970, Killmaster has produc.ed\vOrkS for five international
:5. H is one of two American artists currently represented in an intcrnaition.n Barcelona, Spain. His public work in BOIse includes the enamel
c of tIle 130.iseGallery of Art and the enamel sculpture at the BSU SPEC.
.n 9 •. m. to 5 p.m, weekdays.

Photo exhibit
by G ildehaus

I

Outdoor and sports photographs
by William Gildehaus will be on display in the Student Union second
floor gallery from Nov. 16 through
Dec. 18. The public is invited to a
reception for the ariist on Nov. 16,
6:30-8:30 p.m. in the Student Union.
Gildehaus' photographs have ap• pearedin state tourism productions,
Bogus Basin Ski Area promotional
material and' Gallery 601 in Boise.
His work includes time exposure,
sports action, wildlife and outdoor
photography.'
. Gildehaus
received his B.S. in
Radiologic .sciences from BSU in
May and is employed
by MidColumbia· Medical Center in. The
Dalles, Ore.
The show is free and open to the
public.

Community orchestra

needs string players
The BSU Community Orchestra rehearses
Monday at 7 p.m. in the Morrison Center
Rehearsal Hall. Orchestra positions are open to
string players over 18, who have some orchestral
skills.
A fall concert is planned for Nov. 16 in the
SPEC.
._
For further information about the BSU CommunityOrchestra
contact Michael Samball at
385-3498 or ~8.5) 7,7:1.,
_. __

>
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The "Country Music Explosion.vstarring
Conway 1\vitty,Lor~tta
Lynn
and Randy Travis will play at the Pavilion on Oct. 30at. 8 p.m.
... .•
Tw.ittybegalJhismusica(caree[jn;Helena,Ark.
at the age of Hlwhen he
formed his .flrst country b<U1d,::The'Phillips Country Ramblers. By age 12,
Twitty had his own Saturday morning radio sbowonstationJ<:FFA
in-Helena.
Throughouthis
longcareenTwittyhas
touchedvirtually
everypopular musical
. category, including rockabilly, blues,rock and roll.dlxieland, rhythm and blues;
gospel and mainstream country.
.:
•...•••.• •.• •
.
Lynh; whose life was the basis for the-film Coal Miner's Daughter, cut her
.first record'."I'J11 a HonkyTollk
Girl;' inJ960. From that early recording,
Lynn has charted more singles than any other.female artist, including}6 -.'
number-one hits. Lynnalsohas
received.several awards, including eight from
the.Country Music Association, H from the Academy' of Country Music and
26 from:the¥usicCity·News.«
.' ., .•. .••..••.......
'.' Travis, a newconierto the, country scene, releasedllcritically"acclaiIrleddebut
illbumiSIQrm.s: ojLife.-The album yielded several.~it singles including '.'On .' .
.' the Other-Hand" nnd"piggin'
Up Bon~,."l'ravislilsowas
namedl986Founry
M usic, Ass()cia~jonl-l0rizon
Award Winner,the most prestigiousaward given
. for careerach.lcvementsovera
12~ll1onthperiod.>
.•'..'. '.. './><
..•.•...
'.
'Tickets for the concert are $17.50~ndca:n bepurcliasedat
al1Select:A:~Seat .
- oullets.·
.
..
,.

<'
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Reviews
'Northwest Ceramics Today'
traditional,yet innovative
by Lee Arnnld
Tile UnIversity News

Sue' Ellen Koop I University

News

"Northwest
':::eramics Today"
rellects the duality of innovation and
tradition characterizing the ceramics
of our region. The exhibition consists
of works from 35 talented ceramists
from Idaho, Montana, Washington
and Oregon, some of whom have internat ional reputat ions.
If one could describe the show in
a nutshell, "diverse" would be the
word
of. choice.
From
the
'utilitarianism of Frances Senska to
Jim Romberg's .abstract, expressionistic Banded Dream, we see different aims and muses in operation.
These artists show an awareness of
the roots and branches of their craft,
displaying an Oriental flavor in much
of their work, continuing the rich
heritage of Eastern influences so indelibly a part of this areas ceramics.
At the same time they exhibit, with
full force, the unlimited possibilities
of what can be achieved in clay when
coupled with techniques borrowed
from painting and other mediums
and with individual imagination.
The pieces on display range from
the serious to the humorous, and
from the functional to the decorative.

For example, Akio Takamori's Conversations depicts a conversation that
goes nowhere, and his self-portrait
tongue-in-cheek delineation perhaps
best illustrate the light-hearted side
of the show. In 'contrnst.
Patti
Warashina's stark Earth, with its.
figures trapped in a subterranian
spiral, captures humans at their most
spiritually and physically helpless.
The extremes in individuality and
approach arc encompassed by the
whimsy of Gary Marx's Land
Cruiser,
which struck
me as
something of a cross between a
potato and a shoe with wheels, and
Tile Introvert and the Extrovert, by
University of Montana Art Professor
Beth Lo, which can be seen as both
a study of two pesonality types and
as a wry visual statement of their
"true colors."
Whether useful or decorative,
"Northwest Ceramics Today" also
brings home another duality-that of
'heaven and earth. Just as there are
many who associate the functional
nature of stoneware with thecornmonplace and ordinary, there arc
others, such as the ceramists of this
exhibition, who find it the perfect
marriage of the material and the
spiritual, which so many artists in

other creative endeavours strive for.
Sabi, a vessel by BSU art faculty
member
John Takehara,
is a
utilitarian
yet mystical piece as
disarmingly
complex
as it is
decpetively simple. It exhibits traits
inherent in the craft; to transform
something of the earth-tangible,
cconcrete, lifeless, yet a source-to
something of the spirit-unknown,
misunderstood,
yet a key to
knowledge and understanding.
These characteristics mirror the
aim of "Northwest Ceramics Today": To show the complexity of
styles, themes and directions in clay
currently being accomplished
by
Northwest ceramists. That some of
the artists represented here have
garnered national and international
~xposure on the strength of their
work, is testimony 10 their vision and
their contribution to the advancement of ceramics as a viable art
form. "Northwest Ceramics Today"
demonstrates lhat, in artistic terms,
fertile soil does exist in our oftenunderdeveloped backyard.
. "Northwest Ceramics Today" is on
exhibit in the BSU Art Gallery,
located on the 1st floor of the Liberal
Arts Building through 10 Oct. 30 ..

Despite'60s image, Baez remains relevant
--------------

poorhouse of disillusioned musidans. The singer/songwriter's current
tour, to support the release of Recent{y, is-a risky affair and considered by
many 10 be a fledgling attempt to
revive a sad, declining career.
Contrary to reports that this leftover folk relic was on her last artistic
legs, Bacz's performance to an overly ecstatic full house at the Morrison
Center on Oct. 21 was anything but
a static slideshow, From her opener
"Blessed Arc" through two standing
ovations and an inspiring version of
"Amazing Gracc," Baez's graceful
ballad style and shattering glass voice
captured a spiritual, intimate cofIcehouse atmosphere-a
refreshing
alternative to the yuppie materialism
of the 1980s.

CONCIRIS
.......... l1li...
1M

Ii

b)' Stephen King
Tile University Nell'S

With the folk boom long expired,
the artistic contribution of Joan Baez
has been unfocused and questionable
at best. Once recognizecd as one of
the most important figures in the
early-1960s folk movement, Baez's
political activism unfortunately has
been increasirigly detrimental to her
music, forcing her to retreat to the
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spiritual
contemplation.
Topical
folksy songs suchas "Billy Rose," a
song about political prisoners (with
references to her ex-husband David
Harris, who spent time in prison for
draft evasion), and "Warriors of the
Sun," influenced by Martin Luther
King's speeches, demonstrated that
Baez is courageous enough to take a
risky political stand without turning
tlic Morrison Center into a political
rally.
Though Bacz delivered a wealth of
diverse material, this often hindered
the consistency of her performance.
Her versions of several South African
songs (via mechanical tape), Bob
Marley's "No Women No Cry" and
Aretha
Frank lin's
"Do Righ't
Women-Do
Right Man" emphasizcd the main difficulty for Baez as.a
performer: Her perfect soprano is
too emotionally distanced to suc..
cessfully interpret th,: pure dirty
rhythm of reggae and the gritty
raunch of Motown soul.
,~c, "';:)i1bl!(
,'~"'~:' Neverthel~ss, Baez's standard interpretations of Bob Dylan's songs
·..:J;Jo·Day·Shus· :.
. ".
':-Enlgma .!'c : :,' :::';.'
'were professionally
crafted and
flo.\VingFleld ..'
,,'
,.Il;tbldCat·
devoid of nostaglic sentimentalism.
.1h:8~~~IJh~::.~OtildCh~f1rJe:,::~:Ga~\~a~~a,?
Her rendition of Dylan's "Love is a
: Drlv"eBy:Shoollng. "
.. ::
"''Texas Hotel· . "i;"
Four-Letter Word" and "Forever
'4 Baf1dsThat Coutd chlinge-:>i1,sati\li~a,
.' '::",j,
··lh~Worti:t.:. ..
. ..... :,:
...... ,·,>-1

Young" were charmingwiththcir
implications, And in "Don't Think
Twice Baby, It's Alright,"
Baez
mocked Dylan's froggy voice in a way
which was both unexpected and
humorous.
Baez'
graciously
acknowledged Dylan's influence on
her with "Diamonds
and Rust'~a
reflection of her two-year relationship with the folk wizard from
Minnesota.._
Bacz also performed
several
original songs including "James and
the Gang," and "Recently." Yet it
was the traditional ballads, such as
"The Night We Drove Old Dixie
Down," which spotlighted Baez's
historical importance to folk music.
Despite lapses in..consistency and
interpretation, Baez had the capacity to assure the audien'ee that in a
generation when the music industry
is muddled in the teclinologieal
qllUgmire of insulting music videos
and aUlOmatic synthesizers,
the
essential basics of music can never be
dismissed as long as all that separates
a performer from an audience ·is an
acoustic guitar and a song.
.
.

-·T::m~~~;~~rV:ef~'lt:~t~~,Y~F)"i:

Arjlsi'
Mojo Nlxo.n,& Skid Roper
Happy World
.
.,

. Henri~lla
I';::'

The coffeehouse atmosphere was
helped considerably by the minimal
accompaniment
of a classicallytrained pianist and a stage covered
with flowers and bushes. Throughout
the two-hour performance, Baez suecessfully ignited the crowd into
several sing-alongs, often interjecting
witty comments about Boise, In
espousing her political beliefs, Bacz
made random comments on topics
ranging from the Vietnam War to the
death penalty and' the Reagan administration's
policy in Central
America-all
to the lukewarm
response of a semi-conservative Boise
audience.
Baez's jaded political beliefs were
evident throughout
some terrific
Spanish spngs of dying despair and
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Come into Kinko's Monday thru Saturday
10:00 p.m. to 6:00 a,m.and all day Sunday,
and we'll knock 1¢ off all of our seq-serve copy prices.

Come In
and save with
Kilko's
615 S. C8pltoIBlvd:
342·7995

':

Halloween
Zink Face
Paint

*

\.

-

*

Costume. Rentals

*

Makeup .Magic .Masks

f~'I?l?lllk~

We're now ~erlng MacI:JtOsh computer classes

•....•

2.88
*

.. Red 1·Pc Underwear Surplus Gas
Masks Camouflage
Clothing
Hundreds of Hats: Sailor
Hats·Derbles·
Aussie Hats,Surplus ArmV
H~ts and Helmets
Martial Arts &
Ninja UnlfwTls

Also"students don't
forget to bring In your
student aetivijy carel
and receive Kinko's
10% discount carel good
. for all merchandise and
services 'In the store.
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Williams said.
KCSB DJs, however, are required
to pre-screen material. The station
also has limited the hours potentialoy objectionable
material can be
aired, he said.
II 'Makin'
Bacon' is one of our
l11ost-requestedsongs. We just don't
rlay it until the early morning,"
-,ault-Williams said.
"We've been very aggressive legally fighting this," Salnicker said. "It's
cost us $100,000 to battle this ruling.
I'm disappointed KCSB hasn't filed
its own appeal."
BtU college radio stations cannot
be as aggressive as Pacifica, Prusslin
said. Not only do they have to fight
the FCC, but they also must win over
their own schools' administrations
and trustees. College radio licenses
are usually held by trustees.
"That's a lot of red tape," Prusslin
An album cover from the band The Dead Kennedys
:safd.
Last week, the University of New
Pacifica to the Justice Department
said, referring to the non-profit
Mexico's student senate refused to
for prosecution
for broadcasting
foundation that ow liS KPFK, "has
give $500 to a group of students
Jerker; but the Justice Department
always bothered Republicans."
wanting to resist a programming
declined to take action.
"The FCC and the right," Pacifica
change at KUNM, which will no
KCSB Station Manager Malcolm
Executive Director David Salnicker
Gault-Williams said the network is longer air cultural, Hispanic, Native
said, "arc out to get us."
playing it too Safe. Although the sta- American or protest music.
Pacifica, a leftist radio network,
Mankato State University's KMSU
tion was condemned for "Makin'
lost a 1973 battle with the FCC,
already limits itself to classical and
Bacon," the FCC's 'ruling "hasn't
which stopped one of its stations,
jazz music because the station is "a
hindered our ability to air.alternative
WBAI in New York, from airing'
reflection of the university," Station
programming."
.
comedian George Carlin's "7 dirty
Manager Bill McGinley said. "We're
"The
implications
are
tremendous,
words" monologue, in which he lamlocated in the Minnesota Bible Belt.
since Pacifica is emulated
and
poons the FCC for banning certain
We have to be sensitive of our
respected as a leader in this field.
words.
listeners.' ,
They've gone overboard,"
GaultLast year, the FCC referred

might offend 1987 FCC sensibilities.
"The guy's in the grave and he's still
getting hit with this stuff."
University of Vermont Program
Director Dave Smith said he warns
volunteers not to air music by the
Dead Kcnnedys and other punk
bands if they arc unsure whether the
'musk contains .sexual references.
"We don't playas much hardcorc
and rap and that disturbs me a lot,"
Smith said. "If someone is offended, they can turn off the radio. It's
another attempt by the government
to censor music. But we don't want
to end up in a legal battle."
The FCC's new rule also has chased some gay, sex education, poetry
and drama broadcasts off the "iI', according to Pat Watkins of the National Federation of Community
Broadcasters, which counts about
100 college stations as members.
"There's no question about it, this
has had a chilling effect."
College stations, typically run on
shoestring budgets, generally have
become more conservative in their
programming, Watkins said, because
"they don't have the resources to
mount a fight."
"It's important for stations and
their stalTs to understand the rules
and the implications." Prusslin said.
"Do you really want to risk your
license to broadcast a few dirty

The station's retreat to "safe"
music and. programming,
broadcasters said, began last April, when
the FCC revised its "indecency"
guidelines.
The FCC's April revision bars srations
from using "language
or
material that depicts or describes, in
terms patently offensive as measured
by contemporary standards for the
broadcast medium, sexual or excretory activities or organs."
The result, C;l!l1pUSbroadcasters
said, was confusion about whut
material was acceptable.
"The guidelines that used to give
the appearance of being concrete arc
now fuzzy," Intercollegiate Broadcasting System President Jeff Tellis·
'said,
The FCC is scheduled to respond
to the petitions to reconsider the indecency policy Oct. 29, FCC attorney
Ben Halprin said. But, until then,
broadcasters have said they.will keep
ccnsori ngt Llemselves.
While advertising and rating battles tend to keep off-campus stations
dose to the mainstream, the FCC's
April rule change drastically altered
programming at campus stations,
which feature expcrlmcntul shows
and often celebrate the outrageous.
"College radio is at the forefront
words'!"
or doing things different," WUSIl
- The FCC issued warnings to three
Station Manager Norm Prusslin
suuions 1'01' broadcasting indecent
said. "Every time you have to ask
material in 1986: Philadelphia's
yoursel I' 'can I do this,' that's a chillHoward
ing effect. Stations are smart to be WYSP for shock-jock
. Stern's
morning
program,
Los
cautious, but it stifles creativity."
Angeles'
KPFK 1'01' airing the
At the University of Washington,
homosexual play Jerker and the
I-;CMU jocks no longer say "the
Buuholc Surfers" when referring to University of Cali-fornia-Santa Barthe thrash band, in order to play it burn's KCSB 1'01' playing the Pork
Duke's "Makin' Bacon," which consafe. "Now our DJs say the FCC
lains references 10 oral and anal sex.
Surfers,"
Station Manger Chris
The moves, Walkins~aid,
arc
I-;nab said.
John Murphy otrhc University or politically motivated. "Clearly, the
Conncrticur's
WI-IUS said he no Reagan administration is linked with
the Morul Majority and the religious
longer airs Lenny Bruce monologues
riglu, which wants to impose its own
because the l:omedian-arrested
several timcs 25 years ago for using moralily on the rest of us and e1ean
up the airwaves. And Pacifica," she
what was called indecent materials-

Now thatxouve gotten into
Boise State, IBMcan ~elp you
get more out of It.
plus Microsoft" Windows 1.04·, Write, Paint,
Cardfile, IBM DOS 3.3 anti a mouse.
.Pop in the load-and-go diskettl~ and
your Model 25 Collegiate is set to help
you write and revise long papers and
illustrate your poinIs by combining
wor~lsand graphics. So your professors
will draw favorable conclusions about
your work.
f'Or more information on the Model
25Collegiate, visit the IBM Education
Product Coordinator on campus.
You'll quickly learn how to get the
most out of the IBM Personal ========= E'"'
System/2.
J: - -gs.

_ The road to graduation is paved
\vith term papers, lab reporIs, cramming,
all-nighters and, of eourse, exams.
To ease that journey and awaken
your professors to your exceptional
abilities, we suggest the newest member
of the IBM" Personal System/2'· family:
the Model 25 Collegiate.
Its a high-powered personal computer with advanced graphics capabilities,
desi/:.,TIled
to lit on your desk without
adding to the clutter. And it comes wit!l
a generous 64{) KB memory, two 3.5" .
diskette drives and an aid package every
stud~nt can appreciate -a big discount,

BSU SOCIOLOGY
CLUB + O.D.E.
are sponsoring a lecture & slide presentation
'A Look at Today's China"
by Pete Lichtenste.in, professor of economics
SENATE CHAMBERS 12:15-1:45
NOV. 5th-FREE ADMISSION

"lI

•

Microsoft isa regislered trademark of the Microsoft Corporation. IBM Is 8 regisl~red lrademarkand Personal System/2 isa trademark
of the International Business MachincsCorporalion. CltBM 1987.,

All interested parties invitedFree cookies & coffee provided.

r----------------------------Be'st M.eal. in Town
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Every Monday & Tuesday Nite
5:30-8:30

1
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Dinner Includes:

II

Pizza, Chicken, Pot.atoes, Salad Bar,
Spaghetti, Garlic Bread,
Fresh Cinnamoil Rolls
and marc.
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4903 Overland

III
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PiZZA 344~234
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5970 Fairview
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Bengalswinbeartbreaker
by Tom Lloyd

The University News
A stunned Homecoming. crowd
stood motionless and. silent as the
reality of defeat began tobe realized. The scoreboard clock read 1:23.
T:1e scoreboard read Idaho State-35,
Boise State-32. It was ISU's ball, and
BSU had one time-out-there
would
be no more miracles. The barnburner
of a contest was coming to ri swift
and sure close:
Just moments before, the time had
read 2:01, and the scoreboard read
BSU-32, .ISU-28. The s!a!l~.~_tooked like a beehive with all the towelwaving pandemonium befitting an
ostensible victory. ISU's Frank Selto's
96-yard touchdown return on the ensuing kickoff silenced the crowd.
Four incomplete
Vince Alcalde
passes sealed the silence.
The sixth-largest crowd, of 21,255,
in BSU history showed up for
Homecoming,
1987, expecting a
shoot-out. They were not disappointed. On BSU's first possession,
second play, all-purpose running
back Chris Jackson hauled in a Vince
Alcalde pass, broke a tackle, and
streaked 81 yards for a touchdown.
Time of possession was 0:16. It was
a portent for both teams.
Idaho State's ensuing drive took
them 10 BSU's 43-yard line before
Shawn Ellis recovered a loose ball
and the Broncos were back in
business. This time it took the
hometown stamping herd seven plays
to cover 57 yards before Jackson
roared into the endzone from six
yards out. P.K. Wiggins added
another extra point and the Broncos
were quickly ahead 14·0 with 7:08 left
in the first quarter.
Finally getting its offensive
machinery untracked, ISU took the
Bronco kickoff and marched 81 yards
in six plays.
Using one minute and forty-six
seconds, with 5:04 left in the opening quarter, the Broncos took over
and ate up most of the time. Wiggins
put BSU ahead 17-7 with a 20-yard

If a Mountain Bell
public phone breaks down,
we want to hear about it.
l,

:"-,

You're aboutto make avery im, portant call. But.you discover,
the public phone is out of order,
What can you do to help? First,
see who owns the phone. If it's
ours, we apologize. for. the inconvenience. We also ask
that you call us from a
nearby working phone so
we can correct the situa.~

tion quickly, Check the Customer Guide in the front of our
Directory for the repair number to call.'
.
Remember, reporting a
broken public;:phon~ is more
than just a favor to us. It
.
could be a real life saver
for the next "verY'impo~tant call" th:).tfollowsyou:

@.

,

Mountain Bell -

----'---------Answers~"----------'"': 1987 MOunl'l.n

Bell

.

.

-

.
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Brian Becker I University

player collidcswitlran

ISU player during

the Big Sky Conference race. Un Oct.
31, the I·A Western Atheltic Conference Utah Utes will provide the

a play in theOct,

News

24 gume.

opposition in a 1:30 p.m, contest at
Bronco Stadium,

SPORTSCENE

Traditions born
in new program
b}' 'Iom

L1I1}'d

The University Nell'S
I must be gelling crazier in myoid
age. I again forsook my warm,
insulated-from-the-clements
scat,
and again took my chances in that
rowdy, boisterous area commonly
referred to as the student section,
It was Homecoming night and the
unveiling of the 12th man through
Ihe waving of white towels. It struck
me that BSU is building traditions.
Not that they haven't had any in the
past-i.e. the tailgate parties, winning
football tcams-c-butthis
was more
than that.
BSU is in the midst of a really exciting transitional period. The raptor
biology program, the accredited
business school, the .Hemingway
Center, the Frank Church Collection
and annual conference arc some of
the traditions being established in the
academic area.
But what really helps make a campus homogenous is a whole bunch of
little intangibles. Homecoming Week
represents that. The activities can be
as silly as the Almost Anything Goes
competiton or as serious as the float
parade. Some bring students on earnpus together, others bring the generations together, It's a time of year that
,a lot of people come together that
might not otherwise,
It just seems to me that much more
is going on now than, say, several
years back. Maybe not.
I went to an old traditional school
. CONDOMS

BY MAIL ORDER

Guard

against

AIDS,

Top

quality

German

made.

FDA

approved.

1 doz $8;'3 doz $20

Mail to Pro-Tech P.O.Box 13376
Denver, CO 80201 .

ESSAYS & REPORTS
16,278to choose from -all

subjects

OrdorCalalog

Today wilh Visa/MC or COO

~

800-351-0222
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on. 96-yard .return

field goal and time finally ran out in
the first quarter. ,
'
Everybody was just getting ready
for the second quarter when ISU
quarterback Jason Whitmer dropped
back and uncorked a 67-yard bomb
to Shawn Beals. In nine seconds, the
scoreboard showed BSU ahead 17-13
as ISU missed the ,PAT.
-The remainder of the second
quarter took on the appearance of a
more normal football game as both
teams exchanged the ball through a
variety of punt and fumble methods
until right before the halftime horn.
ISU kicked a field goal to send the
two teams into the locker rooms with
BSU leading, 17-16.
The third quarter looked like
another
rip-roaring
start when
Alcalde's first pass was picked off by
an ISU Bengal, but wcnt nowhere.
Both teams languished in the middle
of the field until, with 4:57 to go,
ISU's Whitmer hit Corky Federico to
send ISU ahead 22-17 as tlie try for
two failed.
The Bcngals kept the momentum
on their side of the field when a fake
punt by BSU failed. The visitors
quickly swept into the endzone to go
on top, 28-17.
True to this game and the rivalry,
A DSU
the Broncos answered the fourth
quarter bell and ISU's touchdown
it was first and ten on the ISU 34.
with one of their own, as tight end
Suddenly, Ty Ogata swept around the
Jeff Lindsley made a leaping catch
right side, burst into the open and
of a 26-yard pass to put the Broncos
electrified the home crowd with a
within five points. Trying to get
34-yard touchdown run. Wiggins
within a field goal, BStJ went for two
toed the PAT, and Bronco Stadium
on the point after attempt. Quartershook.
_
back Alcalde handed thc ball to runAlmost immediately, Selto fielded
ning back Robbie Washington, who
the BSU kickoff on his own four-yard
in turn, nipped a perfect strike back
line and started upfield, then darting
to Alcalde who had Bengal defenders
to his left and as quick as that he was
draped all over him. There was no
in the open and off to the races.
room for any margin of error as the
A thud could be heard in thc
attempt was successful in cutting
stadium, followed by a muddled
ISU's lead to 28-25.
cheering sound from the Bcngal
The drama for the end of the
faithful.
fourth quarter was really set when
The game was not over. BSU had
both teams missed field goal atthe same chance that had befallen
tempts. The time read 5:18. BSU set
ISU just moments before. But it was
to work on their own 20. Jackson
not to be.
. here, Alcalde to Andrade there, and
DSU fell to.4-30verall and 2-3 in'

Hard hitting:

..

Q<lobet26,

In Calif. 121314n-8226

Or. rush $2.00 to; Essays & Reports
11322 IdahO Ave, I206-SN, Los Angeles. CA 90025
Cuslom research also available-ali levels

and believe in it. So a couple of comments about the game, tradition, and
how long I've been away from the
campus.
I love the band. As I've said before,
it jumped BSU into thc relevance of
big time, It adds an exciting dimension before, during and after the
game.
The cannon is a nice touch: It
keeps people alert. It also lets the
visiting team know that after a Bronco touchdown,
they arc shellshocked.
Sideline attractions: I have a friend
who is a psychology student who just
can't wait for the next game to see
what new personality Buster Bronco
is exhibiting or what new personality will show up on the sidelines.
Team appreciation or loyalty: A
few years ago I published a Big Sky
Conference magazine. My impression
of the ambience was quite different.
I will never forget a "Bronco
faithful" flatly declaring after an early season loss that he wasn't going to
any more games.
That was only one person, but
there seemed to be some at that time
who were quite concerned over any
loss. That was why it was refreshing
to see and hear those in the notorious
. student section, In fact, I didn't hear
one disparaging remark. The support
was will there.
I believe this is the way it should
be: Support your team all the way. As
far as the Homecoming game went,
take heart, Boise State fans. This is
Skip Hall's first year. I have all the
confidence in the world that Bronco
fans .will have their day. For now,
revel 111 the fact that you saw another
old tradition: An extremely exciting
football game at Lyle Smith Field:

HAIRLINES11H9
HAIR DESIGN
Lui, Hairstylist

383·9009
(Formerly Aura's)
409 S. 8th Street
In front of The Koffee Klatsch

11

Monday, October 26, 1987
Kimber at 345·7759 or 345-8204.

For SaleEARN. $480WEEKLY-$60
.'per
hundred
circulars
mailed.
Guaranteed. Homeworkers needed to
performmail services. Incentive programs available: Send legal size
stamped, self-addressed envelope to
United Service of America, 24307
Magie Mtn.· Parkway, Suite 306,
Valencia,
CaIif.,
91355.
THINKING OF TAKING some time
off
from
school?
We need
MOTHER'S HELPERS. Household
duties and childcare, Live in exciting
NEW YORK CITY5uburbs. Room,
board and salary included. (203)
622-4959 or (914) 273-1626.
EXCITING
BOSTON-Sports,
Nightlife. excitement! Enjoy the
Boston area for one year as a live-in
childcareNal1l1y. Excellent salaries.
many benefits. Call (617) 794-2035 or
write One on One, IO Berkeley Lane,
Andover, Mass., OIRIO. Inquire now
for spring,
fall and summer
placement.

1986 HONDACR
2S0R. Excellent
.condition. New topend and clutch.
Pro circuit pipe and pro circuit
modified
shock. Call Mike at
345~8204 or 336-9359.

Miscellaneous
FREE: Gorgeous tortoise-shell (black
and orange) kitty needs a loving
home, I rescued her from the syringe
at the animal shelter because she is
so beautiful and good-tempered, but
I cannot 'keep her in my apartment
building: She is well-trained and
friendly. Call 345-7759 or 345-8204.
'REWARD!! My beautiful WHITE
CAT has been missing since Sept.
29/Tuesday. He is all white, except for
a few faded gray spots on top of his
head. He is male, 9 months old, short
but stocky. Yellow eyes and short
hair. CASPAR is an extremely friendly and loving cat. His family misses
him very much, including his much
adored mate. If you have any information
regarding
Caspar's
whereabouts,
PLEASE
contact

. WHOMEVER
RETURNED
CASPAR's LD. TAG and REFLECTOR to my front porch, PLEASE
contact
me and let me .know
WHERE you found them, and if you
saw my cat or his lcopardskin collar.
Call 345-7759 or 345-8204. Caspar
lives at 905W. Franklin, Apt. M.,

Personals'
appointment at Planned
on Tuesday. They have
clinics every day and three evenings.
Karen.

Stephanie
Baurn,
Michaelene
Bingham, Lori Broadie, Marlain
Clark, Michelle Centanni, Nicole
Gidley, Patti Graves; Shauna Huffaker, Crystal Johnson, Cheryl Kerbs,
Kym Larsen, Lisa Maurer, Kerry
McCarthy, Chris Palmer, Alena
Papenfuss, Denise Penton, Anna
Marie Peterson,
Jenny Potter,
Jeanette Smith, Shelly Spencer, Sunny Tague, Angie Templeton, Tawna
Thomason, Robin Tolman, Suezette

Lim-e-My

ACROSS

Parenthoodis

CHRISTOPHER
ROBIN-Where
are you'! Sorry about the phone call.
Dopey me. In Banquet Love.
ANYONE 1NTERESTEDin joining.
a gay/lesbian university group, or
would like to help in forming one,
please call 336·3870 between 7 and
10 p.m, Sponsored by the Community Center,
CONGRATULATIONS
to all the
new sorority rail pledges. These are:
Nicole Altig, Michelle Armfield,
Heather Ashby, Becky Bastian.

1 Chief artery
6 Singing voice
11 Gratify
12 8eglnnlng
14 Three-toed
sloth
15 8011 partlally
17 Japanese

18
20
21
22

drama
Watering place
Disturbances
Suffice:
adherent of
Temporary
st'l~l~i:;:

24 Organ at sight
25 Arrow poison
26 Whirlpools
28 Imprisonment
30 Writing fluid
31 Sticky material
32 Trade
35 Missive

Wilkey, Jennifer Wood, Keira Wood.
DEAR KAREN-:I thought Chuck
was with it, but he sure' is wrong
about birth control responsibility.
Jim.'
Howdy Neighbor-s-want to go for a
little joyride'! We'll do some Nitrous
Oxide and develop a loving relationship. Call John Booth.'

38 God ot love
39 Japanese
outcast
41 Country 01
Europe
42 Alcoholic
beverage
43 Pointless

THE
WEEKLY

RO' SSW' ORO
PUZZLE

:~~x~~i;measureC'
47 Those bound to
drug habit
49 Hypothellcal
terce
50 Sewing
implement
52 Diners
54 Guide
55 Pretends

DOWN
Wing-footed
2 Faeroe Islands
1

whirlwind

3 Knock

4

Former
Russian

ruler
5 Eagles' nests
6 Sounded a horn

E'ditors note:,We don't know who to blame; it was either the postal service or the syndicators of
Bloom County who left us out in the cold this week, We promise that both Bloom County and Lost
and Found will be back next week. We are sorry for any anxiety attacks caused by this mix-up.

,....-~=~~ ....

'©S7 by Richard

The Occupants

7 Goddess of
discord
8 Nolhlng
9 King of 8ashan
10 Washes lightly
11 Adhesive
substance
13 Memoranda
16 Lad
19 Firedog
21 Indisposition
to action
23 Shades
25 Angry
27 Piece out
29 Southwestern
Indian

KolIlman

Start
Gets up
Deliver
Spears
Mistakes
Musical
instruments
40 Siamese native
43 Unemployed
44 Greenland
seUlemenl
47 Fruit drink
48 Music: as
written
51 Latin
32

EJtlPT
f'liRlfllPS, FOR 'THe.
"THIlfE StN'LE NIN'J'A $'f~~
t~ mE BACK Pi1N .....

IT WJ\ S J\ T'l'PICAL
1lA'i' ...
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33
34
35
36
37

conjunction

53 Printer's
measure

Ans wer
to last
wee k's
puz zle
Keep YOU.! summer
during the winter at
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Golden tu«
- First-Visit Free-Unlimited Tanning-Brand New Bulbs-

Lowest Prices!
2Weeks- 20.00
1 Month
30.00
2 Months 55.00
3 Months 75.00

-,

Convenient Hours!
Mon-Fri 7am-10pm
Sat.
8am-6pm
Sun
8am-12no.on
Call 344-5266to make an appointment!
Located at 13th & River St. in the
Boise Valley Athletic Club

RECORDS
413 S. 8th Street

TAPES

C.D.'"S
3434481
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Dave Bennett's face reflects the overall mocd during the "anything goes" wild and
wacky games. As it turns out, Bennett's team, "The Spotters," were disqualified

"

.. during the race when, for some unknown reason, they dropped their buckets of water
at the finish [inc. The "Brew Crew" went on to take, first in the water' carry even I.

Homecoming,
1987 will go down as
a year when there were definitely a lot
of fun-and-not-so-fun..,.-things
to get
involved in.
From the "Almost Anything Goes"
games to the after-game bash in the
Ballroom, students found a complete
week's worth of festivities and more.
The Pencil-Neck Greeks won first
place in the games competition,
taking with them the $100 first prize.
Their winning team was comprised of
Brett Whitesides,
Shauna
Hines,
Stephanie Baumand
Mike Smith:
They won the inncrtube
event,
sleeping bag exchange, piggy back race
and games. The Brew Crew won the
water carry.
The Greeks were demolished by the
RHA in the "Toilet Bowl," losing
40-0.

Photos by
Chris Butler

Karen Kline coaches Paul Marosvari on how to bob
for an-apple during the "anything goes" competition,

-,:'

ASBSU Vice President
Swanson for directions

Rick Overton asks his, partner Shelly
in the "blind horse obstacle" event.

RI;PRESENTATIVES
WANTED

V~LLEV
FULL SERVICE SALON

,L;;.

I

WHERE THE CHAMPIONS

TRAIN

MAIL ORDER·
TROJAN'"

) month membership for only $20.00
10tanning

sessions with the Wolff System
tor.. !, ,'.,.. ,

5 Mile and Overland

322·7418

Regular
Enz·Lubricaled
Ribbed Lubricaled
SHIPPIN'GANO

CONDOMS
1 ocz
$3.95
$5.25,
$5.95
HANDLING

3 DOl
$9.95
$13.95
$15.95
$1.00

• M Merit Circle Inc.
5860 S"outh Wynn A
las Vegas, NV 89118
Arrtvesjn

We are looking fbraggresslve
people to represent our quality
product lines on campus. Our
pricing structure makes this a
highly attractive means of slipplementing your Income In your
spare time. All af our products
are shipped COD,and carry a10Ql
refund guarantee. If selected
. you will be the exclusive cam:
, pus rep for one or more of our
lines. For additional lhforrnatton
and application, write:

discreetly wrapped package ..

ADINA BOUTIqUES, LTD
122 East 42nd St.
New York, NY 10158
"

"

